Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.

Blue Line is the safety line
This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
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This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

**Green Line is the bleed line**
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

**Green Line is the bleed line**
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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**Green Line is the bleed line**
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
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This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.

Blue Line is the safety line
This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.

**Blue Line is the safety line**
This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

**Green Line is the bleed line**
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.
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Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.

**Blue Line is the safety line**
This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

**Green Line is the bleed line**
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
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Green Line is the bleed line
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This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.

**Blue Line is the safety line**
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**Green Line is the bleed line**
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
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Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
**Red Line is the cut line**  
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.

**Blue Line is the safety line**  
This line is where the artwork which will not be cut should stay within.

**Green Line is the bleed line**  
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
Red Line is the cut line
This line is where the edge of the product will be cut.
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Green Line is the bleed line
Extend all background color and images to the green bleed line.
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